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Abstract
We report the creation of the first high-quality corpus of Aromanian, an endangered Romance language spoken
in the Balkans, and the equivalent sentence-aligned translations into Romanian, English, and French. The
corpus is publicly released at https://github.com/senisioi/aromanian and the Aromanian parts are
published using several orthographic standards. Additionally, we provide a corpus-based analysis of Aromanian
linguistic particularities and the overall demographic and political context that impacts the development of the language.
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1. Introduction

Aromanian (ISO 639-3 - rup) is an Eastern Ro-
mance language that is part of the larger fam-
ily of macro-Romanian languages consisting of
Modern Standard Romanian and its regional va-
rieties (ron), Megleno-Romanian (ruq), and Istro-
Romanian (ruo) (Papahagi, 1974; Saramandu,
1984). Aromanian is an endangered1 language that
currently lacks corpora and electronic resources
that can potentially contribute to the preservation
of its cultural heritage. Several sources (Salmi-
nen, 2007; Moseley, 2005; Campbell et al., 2022)
state that children are no longer learning the lan-
guage as their mother tongue and the total number
of speakers is estimated to be between 300,000
and 500,000 (Lewis, 2009; Atanasov, 2002; Nevaci,
2013). Official censuses from North Macedonia,
Alabania, Romania, and Greece count less than
90,000 people, Kahl (2006) estimating this to be the
total number of fluent speakers. Due to reasons of
national identity, Romanian censuses count Aroma-
nians as a subcategory of Romanians, and Greek
censuses consider Aromanians as native Greeks
that speak a Romance language. Both groups pre-
dominantly identify with their categories, and it is
therefore difficult to obtain accurate statistics from
the two countries where the largest Aromanian com-
munities reside (Prentza and Kaltsa, 2020).

Working with dialectal languages comes with sev-
eral challenges: (1) Aromanian has several vari-
eties / dialects that have been influenced by the
contact with Greek, Romanian, Turkish, Albanian
and South Slavic languages (Caragiu-Marioțeanu,
1975). (2) The writing and vocabulary (beyond ba-
sic terms) have not been standardized in a widely
accepted institutional manner and several types of

1https://endangeredlanguages.com/lang/
963

spelling are currently in use (Caragiu-Marioțeanu,
1997; Cunia, 1997; Nevaci, 2008; Ballamaci, 2010),
and (3) the language has historically been transmit-
ted orally with usage within families or small com-
munities (Gica et al., 2009; Maiden, 2016), public
usage being limited to a few localities from Albania
and North Macedonia.

With this work, we create the first corpus2 of Aro-
manian and contribute to the efforts of preserving
an endangered Romance language that is part of
the Latin cultural heritage. More specifically, we
release a high-quality corpus of written Aromanian
texts consisting of short stories. Our data is based
on the work of Candroveanu (1977) who collected
an anthology of prose and traditional Aromanian
tales together with the equivalent original trans-
lations into Romanian. We further enhance this
data by providing annotations and parallel sentence
alignments between Aromanian and translations in
Romanian, English, and French.

Grammars and word inventories have been pro-
duced since the XIXth century (Boiagi, 1813; Cap-
idan, 1932), while a more modern approach to
phonology and structural morphology has been pro-
posed in the seminal work of Caragiu-Marioțeanu
(1968). Several recent linguistic studies cover
verbs, morphology, syntax, and various aspects
of the language (Bara et al., 2012; Todi and Nevaci,
2012; Maiden, 2016; Manzini and Savoia, 2018),
but overall digital resources remain scarce. They
consist mainly of multilingual word-aligned lists (Ni-
sioi, 2014; Cristea and Dinu, 2020; Beniamine et al.,
2020; Fourrier and Sagot, 2022) to study language
evolution, language contact, historical linguistics,
and the relationship to other Romance languages.
The only corpus of written Aromanian is the roa-rup
Wikipedia which is incidentally included in the lan-

2Dataset publicly available at https://github.
com/senisioi/aromanian

https://github.com/senisioi/aromanian
https://endangeredlanguages.com/lang/963
https://endangeredlanguages.com/lang/963
https://github.com/senisioi/aromanian
https://github.com/senisioi/aromanian
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guage identification dataset (Thoma, 2018). How-
ever, at the time of writing this work, Wikipedia
quality is low, the orthography is inconsistent, the
majority of articles contain one sentence or a stub,
the total number of articles is relatively low (approx-
imately 1300), and there is a proven small user
engagement (Alshahrani et al., 2023).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no com-
parable previous work presenting a multilingual,
sentence-aligned, high-quality corpus of Aroma-
nian texts. Our paper’s contributions cover roughly
the following points:

1. we highlight a series of particular dialectal chal-
lenges of Aromanian and how they impact the
development of language, its orthography, the
availability of resources, and the preservation
efforts of the language,

2. we release publicly the first high-quality corpus
of Aromanian and make it accessible to users
in several writing standards,

3. and last but not least, sentence-aligned trans-
lations into Romanian, English, and French
are provided for future comparative studies, for
training low-resource dialectal machine trans-
lation, or for building future NLP processing
pipelines for Aromanian.

2. Population Statistics

Local populations identify their language by the
following terms: Armâneaști, Armânească, Ar-
mâneșce, Rrămăneaști, Machiduneaști, Aromână,
Vlașki, Vlach and their ethnicity by Armân, Aromân,
Rămăn, Arumanian, Vlach, Arumun, Aromu-
nian, Macedo-Romanian, Macedo-Rumanian, Țiți,
Român, Grec, Macedonean. The main regions in
the Balkans where populations of Aromaninans re-
side are Thessaly, Epirus, Central Albania, North
Macedonia, Greek Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia,
and Romania (Dobruja) (Lozovanu, 2008; Lewis,
2009). The only recent official censuses that record
Aromanians are from Albania3 and North Macedo-
nia4 where the language has an official status in
local communities, but the total number does not
exceed 18,000 members in total in both countries.
The largest communities are in Greece, according
to Kahl (2006), and the numbers are estimated at
the order of hundreds of thousands. However, the
last census of 1951, which numbered Aromanians,
found only 40,000 people self-declaring as such5.

32011 Albanian census https://www.instat.
gov.al/

42021 North Macedonian census https://www.
stat.gov.mk

51951 Greek census http://dlib.statistics.
gr/Book/GRESYE_02_0101_00030.pdf

The second largest community is likely to be in Ro-
mania, where Aromanians have been given land
through colonization and Romanization of the Do-
bruja region, since the end of XIXth century to the
beginning of the XXth century (Gica et al., 2009;
Clark, 2015). The last Romanian census that in-
cluded Aromanians was held in 2002 (Lozovanu,
2008) and numbered approximately 25,000 people.

Except for the notable exceptions of Albania and
North Macedonia where specific localities have
Aromanian designated as official language, the
language is rarely spoken outside private homes
and family contexts (Lewis, 2009), access to pub-
lic schools is severely limited, and therefore many
Aromanians lose language skills and become as-
similated by the dominant linguistic group. Given
this situation, here we reiterate the urgency to de-
velop linguistic resources that can contribute to the
preservation of the Aromanian cultural heritage.

3. Corpus Creation

Our primary objective is to create the first set of dig-
ital resources for Aromanian and thus to increase
preservation efforts and to facilitate future compar-
ative studies. The corpus is based on an anthology
of prose gathered by Candroveanu (1977) which
consists of original Aromanian tales and short prose
together with equivalent translations into Romanian.
The anthology exists only in printed form, and it
has not been republished since 1977. The author
traced its sources from texts published since the
Grammar of Boiagi (1813), previous anthologies
(Papahagi, 1922), and magazines up to 1948. In
our data, we include 47 short stories that in total
count to around 360 pages and a total size of ap-
proximately 75,000 words. Two short stories have
been removed from the official release of the cor-
pus as they contain highly racist stereotypes which
could have a negative impact when training down-
stream models.

Caragiu-Marioțeanu (1997) classifies the Aroma-
nian sub-dialects into two types: type F – the vari-
ants that resemble the Farsherot, predominantly
found in Albania and some parts of Greece (mostly
in Metsovo and Kastoria) and type A, which in-
cludes all the other variants which are more widely
spread. She argues that type F sub-dialects are
spoken by smaller communities, which have been
influenced by type A. The dataset collected covers
mainly type A sub-dialects with several texts being
visibly influenced by standard Romanian lexicon
and syntax.

https://www.instat.gov.al/
https://www.instat.gov.al/
https://www.stat.gov.mk
https://www.stat.gov.mk
http://dlib.statistics.gr/Book/GRESYE_02_0101_00030.pdf
http://dlib.statistics.gr/Book/GRESYE_02_0101_00030.pdf
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Corpus DIARO Cunia Greek IPA Example Example IPA
(1977) (1997) (1997) (2005)
î/â î/â ã α/â [1] cându / when /k1n"dw/
ă ă ã α/â [@] tricură / passed by /tri"ku"r@/
l’ ľ lj λ [L] ocľi / eyes /"okLj/
ñ ń nj ν [ñ] ńelu / lamb /"ñnelw/
ș ș sh σ [S] aroşu / red /a"roSw/
ț ț ts τσ [

>
ts] țeru / sky /"

>
tserw/

dz d̦ dz τζ [
>
dz] d̦inire / son-in-law /

>
dzi"ni"re/

γ y gh γ [h] yespi / wasps /"Gespj/

Table 1: Several orthographic standardizations and variants currently in use. Other spellings may be
encountered as a mixture of the above.

3.1. Orthography and Phonology
A challenge in collecting good quality data for Aro-
manian appears due to the multitude of standards
that have been proposed (Nevaci, 2008) which
can cover variations of the Latin or Greek alpha-
bet. In our case, the original texts were published
in Romania before official Aromanian standardiza-
tions were proposed, here denoted as DIARO after
the Aromanian-Romanian Dictionary by Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997) and Cunia after the author of
the Aromanian dictionary (Cunia, 2010). In the
original source of our corpus (Candroveanu, 1977),
yet a different spelling was used based largely on
the Romanian standard at that time with several
particularities:

• the palatal lateral aproximant consonant [L]
in the text is represented as: [ľ]; Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997) DIARO standard advocates
for the same letter by adding a diacritic to the
dental variant [l], similar to the Slovak alpha-
bet; Cunia (1997) advocates for the usage of
[lj] group, similar to the Romanization of Mace-
donian alphabet

• the post-alveolar affricate [
>
dz] in the text is rep-

resented as: [dz]; Caragiu-Marioțeanu (1997)
DIARO advocates for the letter [ḍ], a letter that
has been historically in the Romanian alphabet
during its transition from Cyrillic script; Cunia
(2010) advocates for the letter group [dz]

• the palatal nasal [ñ] which is represented in
the text as [ñ], similar to Spanish; Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997) proposes a diacritic over
the letter dental counterpart [ń] while Cunia
(2010) follows the Cyrillic transliteration rules
to argue for the group [nj]

• the voiced velar non-sibilant fricative [G] is
uniquely represented in our texts as the Greek
letter [γ]; the DIARO standard argues that loan-
words from Greek have [G] and proposes the
usage of letter [y] for the sound while Cunia
argues for using the group [gh]

• the closed central vowel [1] is represented in
the text with letter [î], the Romanian standard
at that time, with the exception of proper nouns
referring to Aromanians (armân); Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997) DIARO follows the current
standard in Romania to propose an alterna-
tion between letter [î] at the beginning / end of
a word and [â] mid-word; (Cunia, 2010) advo-
cates for a simpler standard where both closed
central and mid-central vowels are represented
by [ã] because these tend to interchange in
sub-dialectal variants of Aromanian from dif-
ferent regions.

The standardization of Cunia (1997) follows the
Boiagi (1813) grammar and the Romanized Mace-
donian script. One of the main arguments for using
this orthography consisted in the technical difficul-
ties of publishing with characters using diacritical
signs (Cunia, 2010) with Microsoft Word in the early
2000s. This type of spelling has been criticized for
the lack of linguistic and etymological grounding by
Caragiu-Marioțeanu (1997) and Nevaci (2008), as
the writing may omit diphtongs [e

“
a] (/"kLe

“
a"m@/ vs.

cljamã, English: they call) and it can also omit the
glide [j] as a plural marker in nouns (e.g., /"okLj

vs. oclj, English: eyes). Despite the criticism, the
publication of an exhaustive dictionary using this
standard (Cunia, 2010) and the low effort to type
on any English keyboard made it a more popu-
lar choice in online electronic resources (including
Wikipedia).

The DIARO standardization of Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997), while being more linguistically
rigorous, did not gain a similar wide-spread
popularity in online materials, possibly because
the DIARO dictionary was not complete and the
published version covers words only to the letter
D. Recent Aromanian learning text books still
show variations, predominantly with respect to the
preference of using [dz] instead of [ḍ] (Ballamaci,
2010) or the usage of [l’] with an apostrophe6

6See https://roa-rup.wikipedia.org, ac-
cessed in October, 2023.

https://roa-rup.wikipedia.org
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corpus #words #types ttr sent
Aromanian 76,000 9,000 0.119 35.87
Romanian 84,000 8,700 0.104 39.66
English 85,000 5,400 0.063 40.42
French 86,000 7,800 0.091 40.56

Table 2: Statistics regarding the corpus size in
words (values are rounded for readability). The
original Aromanian texts have shorter average sen-
tence length and higher lexical richness, as esti-
mated based on type-token ratio.

instead of [ľ] with a caron diacritical mark.
Last but not least, various Greek spellings are

also commonly used (Malabakēs, 2005; Thakis,
2020) in the Greek-speaking regions (Nevaci,
2008), which may occasionally include Latin let-
ters for the central unrounded vowel as seen in a
more detailed comparison in Table 1.

Given this situation, it is clear that not all spellings
are mutually translatable without losing some de-
gree of detail. We created several conversion
codes and provide the corpus in all formats includ-
ing the Greek script so that readers familiarized
with a specific spelling can interact with it more
easily. However, for natural language process-
ing purposes, we recommend using the linguis-
tically motivated orthography proposed by Caragiu-
Marioțeanu (1997).

3.2. Processing the Data
The process of extracting parallel data is labor
intensive and uses proficient manual annotators
who split long Aromanian phrases into smaller sen-
tences and align each sentence to the equivalent
Romanian translation available in the original book
(Candroveanu, 1977). We mention here that word-
to-word translations between Aromanian and Ro-
manian preserve the meaning of the original text,
but sound un-natural to a Romanian reader, there-
fore the Candroveanu often chose to adapt the re-
sulting texts to resemble the modern spoken Roma-
nian. A recurring pattern is the translation of simple
perfect (which is predominant in Aromanian) to the
passé composé form in Romanian. A more particu-
lar example is the Aromanian: ș-u băgă tu minte [he
put it in his mind] which can be literally translated
to Romanian (își băgă în minte), but the translator
chose s-a gândit ce s-a gândit el [he thought about
it for a while].

Romanian is a medium-resourced language al-
ready covered in the current state-of-the-art propri-
etary DeepL machine translation system7. We use
the proprietary DeepL MT system available through
an API to translate each Romanian phrase into En-
glish and French. After this process, proficient bilin-

7https://www.deepl.com

gual readers verify the translations into English and
French against the originals and manually introduce
post-editing corrections to ensure the translation
is correct and that it preserves the meaning and
style of the original Aromanian phrase. Editors are
advised to preserve the original sentence splitting
and to focus on lexical adaptations.

We acknowledge the fact that semi-automatic
translations via a pivot language such as Roma-
nian might not give the same quality results as
direct source-to-target translation, but we believe
this process to be useful nonetheless as a first
step. subsection 3.2 provides the basic statistics
regarding the size of our corpus. Romanian and
Aromanian tokenization has been done with a blank
spaCy8 model (Honnibal et al., 2020) while French
and English with the corresponding large models.

Additionally, we have experimented with various
methods of training neural machine translation sys-
tems between Romanian and Aromanian inspired
by recent WMT Low-resource Shared Tasks (Przys-
tupa and Abdul-Mageed, 2019). Our goal is to gen-
erate more content in the endangered language
and not the other way around so we only thoroughly
tested one translation direction. We report here
that our attempts ended up in failure with BLEU
scores ranging between 7 and 8 points maximum,
but even more important, the output is rarely rele-
vant to a native speaker. Our experiments include
training from scratch a fariseq model with convo-
lutional neural networks (Ott et al., 2019), train-
ing from scratch a Transformer MarianMT model
(Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018), and fine-tuning
gpt-3.5-turbo with prompts to translate from Roma-
nian to Aromanian. The 8 point BLEU score was
obtained by fine-tuning a French-Romanian pre-
trained transformer model released by HelsinkiNLP
group on huggingface (Tiedemann and Thottingal,
2020) to translate French to Aromanian (initializing
the Aromanian decoder with Romanian), however,
the results are not substantial.

Aromanian is highly similar to the Romanian lan-
guage, but there are also differences that we could
observe at the corpus level which, in addition to
orthography and phonology, makes transfer learn-
ing from Romanian a non-trivial task. Among the
particularities we count the morphological system
which has a stronger declination than the Romanian
for the possessive pronoun, and the conjunctive.
The conditional is synthetic, linked to the word, as
compared to Romanian, where it is analytic and dif-
ferent morphemes are used. The plus-que-parfait
indicative is analytic, whilst the one in Romanian is
synthetic.

8Using the latest spaCy version == 3.7.0.

https://www.deepl.com
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4. Conclusions

We hope that our research will encourage future
studies on Eastern Romance low-resource lan-
guages such as Aromanian, Istro-Romanian, or
Megleno-Romanian. The corpus that we release
together with the experimental framework can have
a significant impact for machine translation and
NLP researchers, for translation studies and histor-
ical linguistics, and most importantly, for the Aro-
manian community and language preservation, by
raising awareness and potentially increasing young
people’s interest in Aromanian, and by enhancing
the degree of access to electronic resources and
information.
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6. Limitations and Ethical
Considerations

Among the limitations of our paper we enumerate
the overall small size of the corpus and the fiction
genre, both bringing issues in cases where NLP ap-
plications and tools have to be developed, as they
will not perform as well on news or texts that can
have a broader reach to the community. Regarding
the computational experiments, these are limited
to incipient experiments that are constrained by the
size of our data. Last but not least, the topics cov-
ered in the data might not be representative for how
the language is used verbally in communication.
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